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Bio Glass Special Discs, 
are an absolute novelty in the dental field, born to the 
evolution and development of the fiber reinforcement 
Glass systems  by Micro Medica, are the missing piece 
of a technique that allows the use of different systems 
to achieve any substructures bridge.

 Time is money,
with the evolution of new materials and methods for the
construction of fixed prostheses, now more  than ever 
you need to be able to accomplish in a very short time
high quality products.
The new fiberglass discs give us the possibility to realize 
in a few minutes bearing structures for individual elements
of great resistance and strength at a decidedly limited cost.

Composite and fiber. The glass fiber used for this product 
together with the new revolutionary composite Bio x Hard
loaded with a special glass fiber filler are the right mix
to achieve perfect individual structures.

, the new discs Different thicknesses for every need
are available in three different thicknesses from 0.05mm
to 0.075mm - 0.10mm and in this way you can choose 
in base to the different needs the right discs , taking into 
account that to get maximum results is essential the 
overlay multiple of discs on each other.

,Modular and flexible system
in case of need can be used overlapping disks 
of different thickness to get to have easily hoods
with thickness and resistance adapted to our specific needs.

, the new disks with a few simple steps allow the construction Not only substructures
of cassettes for marquetry, perfectly adapted to the model and with a surprising resistance.

Cassettes for marquetry obtained with this system also increase the retentive power inlay finished,
cemented with the classic composite cements becomes part of the tooth itself.

enlarged detail of the tissue 
of Bio Impregnated Glass Special Discs

Mechanical performance, of absolute importance for these new Micro Medica fiberglass discs  ,
with an elastic modulus very similar to gold and precious metal alloys, are a valid alternative to the 
metal for the realization of composite structures.

, the key to get the individual elements of great strength is the use of the Pressure and light
new Micro Dapen transparent developed by Micro Medica for this technique along with the new
transparent silicone Micro Sil Glass.

The molding technique with Micro Dapen generates very compact and resistant structures 
that harden in seconds with the use of light.
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BioXhard.
extra hard composite
 

special with glass filler 

High compatibility with all the composite resins commercialized, the tissue embedded
in the resin becomes an integral part of the same.

, the fibers of Bio Glass Discs are treated with silane to increase Chemical bonding
membership with dental composites.

, the woven fabric of this new system Easy to use
is very soft and malleable, you can adapting easily 
to the model, and the silicone became transparent 
in seconds.

, is the indispensable element The Micro Dapen
for high performance substructures, thanks to 
pressure during molding can be obtained compact
surfaces and without defects.

, Biocompatible
like all products Micro Medica also the system 
tissue Glass Bio Disc is 
UL Class IIA as implantable long-term.

Group upper front from canine to canine 
in composite on singles made with 
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New material ,extra hard composite 
material  specially formulated for use 
with the disks of the  Bio Glass Discs 
system, loaded with a special glass 
fiber filler, is mixed in a perfect way to
the base resin, of which the discs 
are pre-impregnated, forming a single
body extremely resistant.

Available in syringes 4gr. color A2

Single and inlays in composite 
made with Bio Glass Special Discs

Bio Glass Discs, are available in pre-impregnated composite 
A2 photo-curing or natural version without composite.

Packed in box of 3 discs.
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